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Abstract

Context: Inconsistency detection and resolution is critical for context-aware
applications to ensure their normal execution. Contexts, which refer to pieces
of environmental information used by applications, are checked against consis-
tency constraints for potential errors. However, not all detected inconsisten-
cies are caused by real context problems. Instead, they might be triggered
by improper checking timing. Such inconsistencies are ephemeral and usually
harmless. Their detection and resolution is unnecessary, and may even be detri-
mental. We name them inconsistency hazards.
Objective: Inconsistency hazards should be prevented from being detected
or resolved, but it is not straightforward since their occurrences resemble real
inconsistencies. In this article, we present SHAP, a pattern-learning based
approach to suppressing the detection of such hazards automatically.
Method: Our key insight is that detection of inconsistency hazards is subject to
certain patterns of context changes. Although such patterns can be difficult to
specify manually, they may be learned effectively with data mining techniques.
With these patterns, we can reasonably schedule inconsistency detections.
Results: The experimental results show that SHAP can effectively suppress
the detection of most inconsistency hazards (over 90%) with negligible overhead.
Conclusions: Comparing with other approaches, our approach can effectively
suppress the detection of inconsistency hazards, and at the same time allow real
inconsistencies to be detected and resolved timely.
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1. Introduction

Context-awareness is one of the most primary requirements of pervasive
computing such as smart-spaces, health-care systems and miscellaneous mobile
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applications. These applications use context information collected from their
environment to automatically adjust their behavior and provide smart services
for users. Various context sources are available. For example, most smartphones
are equipped with more than ten types of sensors1, including GPS sensors, ac-
celerometers, magnetic sensors, and so on. RFID technology is also widely used
for tracking people, animals or cargoes. Besides these hardware-based sources,
software-based context sources are also common. Indoor location contexts can
be derived from WiFi or magnetic readings [25], and acceleration contexts can
be used to detect human activities, such as walking, sitting or falling events [26].
Diverse context sources allow applications to be aware of their environmental
conditions. However, contexts can themselves be inaccurate due to inevitable
measurement errors or improper context reasoning. For example, RFID devices
have been reported to be subject to duplicated reads, missing reads and cross
reads [15].

Such inaccuracy can lead to the inconsistency [29] problem, which means
that contexts can be imprecise, incomplete or even conflicting with each other.
Context inconsistency is found to be common and may affect applications un-
expectedly [23]. Thus context inconsistencies should be detected and resolved
in time. One popular approach is to use consistency constraints [29] to specify
the properties that must hold concerning the context data used by an applica-
tion. Such constraints can be formulated from physical laws, common senses
and other domain-specific rules defined according to certain application require-
ments. Typically, consistency constraints should be evaluated as soon as appli-
cation’s environment changes for its adaptation timeliness. If any constraint is
violated (i.e., evaluated to a truth value false, or false for short), an incon-
sistency is said “detected ” [29], and should be resolved [1, 28]. However, this
common practice may be subject to numerous false alarms. A significant part of
detected inconsistencies may not be caused by inaccurate context data, but by
improper detection timings. We illustrate this problem by the example below:

A hospital deployed a smart system to help doctors and patients with their
daily tasks. This system automatically monitors patients’ vital signs and period-
ically informs their doctors on duty. In case of emergency, it would immediately
notify doctors nearby for treatment. Each doctor is attached with an RFID
tag for location tracking and carries a smartphone for receiving notifications
from the system. Suppose that doctor Lucia leaves Room A and then enters
Room B. The system’s deployed sensors would capture such movement events
as “Lucia disappears from Room A” and “Lucia appears in Room B ” to update
the system’s context information. However, sensors may fail to capture some
events due to noises, say, missing the “disappearing” event. This would make
the system think of Lucia appearing in both rooms at the same time, which
clearly violates physical laws. An inconsistency would result due to this viola-
tion and should be resolved before contexts involved in inconsistency (named
inconsistent contexts) are used by the system.

1http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/sensors/sensors_overview.html
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In the real world, a single event can trigger a group of related changes to
context information, and these changes may be sensed and reported by differ-
ent context sources with different update rates. If a consistency constraint is
evaluated when only part of these changes have taken effect while others have
not yet, this constraint may behave as being violated, leading to detection of
an inconsistency. However, this inconsistency can be merely a false alarm, as
later it would be gone spontaneously after other related changes are applied. In
this case, this detected inconsistency does not indicate real context problems,
but instead is transiently caused by scheduling inconsistency detection when
not all contexts are ready. Such inconsistencies do not require resolution, and if
resolved, they may cause unexpected consequences instead. We name such false
alarms inconsistency hazards, which conceptually resemble hazards in digital
circuits [21].

Consider our earlier example. Suppose that the location sensor installed
in Room A updates at a lower rate (say, 10 seconds) than the one in Room
B (say, 8 seconds). It can be the case that some changes (e.g., event “Lucia
appears in Room B ”) are received and then applied earlier than other related
changes (e.g., event “Lucia disappears in Room A”). If inconsistency detection is
right scheduled between these two batches of changes (i.e., related changes are
isolated), an inconsistency hazard would be detected, as shown in Figure 1. If
this hazard is treated as a real inconsistency, it may be resolved by removing the
existence of Lucia from Room B to avoid violating physical laws. As a result,
her latest location information would be missed due to this false alarm.

We observe that inconsistency hazards can occupy a significant proportion
of all detected inconsistencies, ranging from 8.1% to 62.2% in our investigated
three context-aware applications (discussed later in evaluation). Detecting and
resolving these hazards as real inconsistencies can waste valuable computing
resources, which should instead be used for other application functionalities.
Besides, some context information, which is actually valid, might be wrongly
updated or deleted to resolve these hazards, and thus affect the execution of
concerned applications. Hence, inconsistency hazards should be recognized or
their detection should be suppressed, and this should preferably be done in an
automated way.

However, it is not easy to tell whether a detected inconsistency is a real
inconsistency or a hazard as they are both caused by violation of consistency
constraints. In this article, we aim to address this problem by suppressing
detection of inconsistency hazards by learned patterns. Our key observation
is that constraint checking is subject to inconsistency hazard only under cer-

Actual events

Received events
Inc. disappearingInc. detected

(−, Lucia, RoomA) (+, Lucia, RoomB)

Figure 1: Example scenario of inconsistency hazards
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tain patterns of context changes. These patterns might not be easily specified
manually, but can be effectively learned from historical inconsistency detection
data with data mining techniques. One can use this knowledge to schedule in-
consistency detection to effectively suppress potential hazards. We name our
approach SHAP, which stands for Suppressing Inconsistency HAzards with
Pattern-Learning . SHAP was initially reported in [24], and in this article we
extend it and proposed a new strategy named SHAP+, which is more effective
in suppressing inconsistency hazards with very short delay. The new strategy
is compared with existing strategies on our experimental subjects, and more
results have been presented.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
background knowledge about context inconsistency detection and Section 3 fur-
ther explains our inconsistency hazard problem. Sections 4 and 5 elaborate on
our approach for hazard suppression, with focus on detection scheduling and
pattern learning, respectively. Section 6 evaluates our SHAP approach experi-
mentally. Section 7 discusses related work, and finally Section 8 concludes this
article.

2. Background

In this section, we introduce background concepts concerning context incon-
sistency detection.

2.1. Context Modeling

A context refers to a piece of information that can be used to characterize
the situation of an entity [5], and context modeling explains how contexts are
represented. Various context modeling techniques have been proposed [16]. In
this article we model a context as a finite set of associated elements, each of
which specifies one aspect concerning its targeted entity. An element can have
several fields, and each field contains a numerical or textual value. For example,
the current status of a doctor (e.g., {location : Ward3824,name : Lucia, · · · })
can be such an element. Then, all such elements can compose a context DOCT ,
representing all doctors currently in this hospital. An application can use var-
ious contexts. We use a context pool to collect all contexts interesting to an
application. Besides DOCT , the pool can also contain other contexts about
indoor environmental information (e.g., temperature, humidity, ...) and condi-
tions of patients in each ward of this hospital.

By definition, a context naturally supports three operations: adding a new
element into, deleting an existing element from, or updating an existing el-
ement in a context. We name these operations context changes. A context
change is modeled as a tuple (t, c, e), where t represents the type of the change
(i.e., add, delete or update) and c represents the context this change is to be
applied to. The concrete element to be affected (i.e., added, deleted or updated)
is represented by e.
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We note that our model is suitable for both environmental contexts and
logical contexts. There is no difference between the treatments for different
types of contexts.

2.2. Inconsistency Detection

Consistency is an important property for computer systems, such as dis-
tributed systems [4] and database systems [7]. Contexts used by context-aware
applications are also obliged to consistency. We check contexts against pre-
specified consistency constraints to ensure consistency [29]. These constraints
can be expressed using the following first-order logic based language:

f := ∀e ∈ C(f)|∃e ∈ C(f)|(f) ∧ (f)|(f) ∨ (f)

|(f) → (f)|¬(f)|bfunc(param, · · · , param).
(1)

In the above syntax, symbol C represents a context and variable e can take
any element from C as its value. Terminal bfunc represents any domain- or
application- specific function that returns true or false based on values of its
parameters, e.g., equals(str1, str2) or greater(v1, v2). Parameters of bfunc can
be fields of elements or other constants. Consider a consistency constraint “no-
body can be in two rooms (A and B) simultaneously”. It can be expressed as
follows:

∀e1 ∈ RA(¬(∃e2 ∈ RB(equals(e1.id, e2.id)))). (2)

RA and RB are two contexts representing people currently staying in Room
A and Room B, respectively. Function equals checks whether two string vari-
ables are identical. The common practice is to evaluate a constraint immediately
after any related context (e.g., RA and RB for this constraint) is changed. We
name this practice Traditional approach (or Trad for short).

3. Inconsistency Hazard

Many context inconsistencies detected by Trad disappear shortly after their
detection. Such ephemeral inconsistencies do not indicate real context problems
as we explained earlier. They are essentially inconsistency hazards.

The underlying cause of inconsistency hazard is scheduling inconsistency
detection in the middle of a group of related context changes. This can be caused
by misalignment of different context sources with various updating rates, as we
illustrated in Figure 1. However, even if context changes are from the same
source, hazards may still occur because there is no explicit boundary for related
context changes. Let us revisit the aforementioned hospital example. Suppose
that a consistency constraint requires any ICU in the hospital having any patient
inside must have at least one doctor watching on her status continuously. This
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constraint can be formally specified as follows (ICUx represents all patients
currently detected in ICU X):

(∃p ∈ ICUx(isTrue(p.isPatient))) →
(∃d ∈ DOCT (equals(d.location, “ICUx”))).

(3)

Suppose that a doctor Lucia accompanies a patient Jenny into ICU X. The
entering events are captured as two context changes, chg1 and chg2, which are to
update Lucia’s location to “ICUx” in context DOCT and add Jenny ’s infor-
mation into context ICUx, respectively. If Jenny happens to sit in a wheelchair
and be pushed into the ICU by Lucia, context change chg1 would probably be
captured after chg2. As a result, a context inconsistency would be reported by
Trad (when chg2 is handled), but it is a hazard as it would disappear when
chg1 is later captured and handled.

However, Trad does not know that this inconsistency is a hazard and will
resolve it as usual. There are various resolution strategies [1, 28]. One resolution
strategy may consider context change chg2 unreliable and choose to discard it.
Then, although this inconsistency is seemingly resolved, the application would
thus miss Jenny ’s information as well as failing to operate medical devices for
her in the ICU. Or, another resolution strategy may keep chg2, but make the
application believe that a patient in the ICU is being unattended. As a result,
warning notifications would be sent to nearby doctors and such false warnings
can be annoying.

Therefore, resolving inconsistency hazards as real inconsistencies is unneces-
sary and may even be harmful. We in this article choose to suppress detection
of such inconsistency hazards as applications’ timeliness requires. One charac-
teristic of hazards is that they are not persistent, i.e., they will disappear after a
small set of later context changes are applied. The size of this set is a threshold
(denoted as ST ), which can be application-specific. In this article, we are inter-
ested in how one can predict whether a context inconsistency is hazard without
actually detecting it when facing context changes to be handled.

4. Suppressing Inconsistency Hazards

In this section, we present our approach to suppressing the detection of in-
consistency hazards. As we have discussed, inconsistency hazards do not persist.
So the most intuitive way is to wait and remove all transient inconsistencies.
This approach is named Delay-based approach (or Del for short). Del evaluates
consistency constraints as Trad does, except that any detected inconsistency
would not be reported or resolved until it has survived the duration of the next
N context changes. Here, N is user-customizable and ranges from 1 to ST ,
inclusively. It is clear that Del can preserve the detection of all real inconsis-
tencies and effectively remove all hazards if N is set to ST exactly. However,
this is achieved at the cost of delaying reporting real inconsistencies up to ST
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changes. Although N can be set to a smaller value to shorten the delay, more
hazards will result accordingly. So this approach is only suitable for scenarios
where the timeliness of resolving real inconsistencies is not emergent but no
hazards can be tolerated.

Another approach is to conduct inconsistency detection every N context
changes (N≤ST). This approach is named Batch-based approach (or Bat for
short). Bat can alleviate the hazard problem by suppressing part of hazards.
Its delay of reporting detected inconsistencies varies between 0 and N (N /2 on
average). However, some hazards can still be detected, and their ratio cannot be
controlled. Bat’s advantage is that the scheduling of inconsistency detections
can be greatly reduced, and it is thus suitable for scenarios where computing
resources are very limited.

These two approaches are acceptable in some cases, and straightforward to
implement. However, neither of them can effectively suppress the detection
of inconsistency hazards, and at the same time allow real inconsistencies to
be detected and resolved promptly. To achieve this goal, we need to further
investigate the hazard problem.

4.1. Hazard Pattern

We observe that hazards for a constraint always occur as a result of some
certain sequences of context changes. We define such context change sequences
as hazard patterns. Hazard patterns are usually made up of a group of related
context changes triggered by some real-world events. Detecting inconsistencies
in the middle of such sequences may incur inconsistency hazards.

Consider our earlier constraint specified in Equation (3). When several pa-
tients enter an empty ICU, followed by a doctor who accompanies these pa-
tient(s), a group of context changes will be triggered. There will be several
adding changes, one for each patient, and one updating change for the doctor.
If we conduct inconsistency detection in the middle of these changes, hazards,
which are going to disappear after the doctor’s location is finally updated, would
be detected. So, one possible hazard pattern for this constraint is

[(+, ICU, p1) , (+, ICU, p2), ..., (#, Doct, dx)]

Here we use +, − and # to denote three context change types add, delete
and update, respectively. With the knowledge of such hazard patterns for each
constraint, one can automatically schedule inconsistency detection to suppress
hazards. Some hazard patterns are universal and obvious. For example, a
string of context changes with the same type (add or delete) and referring to
the same context is very likely to be a hazard pattern, since it indicates that
this very context may not be ready yet. However, it is not straightforward
to find out other patterns. Besides, different constraints usually have different
hazard patterns, depending on their semantics and the contexts involved. We
adopt classification techniques adapted from the data mining area to recognize
hazard patterns and distinguish them from other context change sequences.
Classification details will be discussed later in Section 5. In the remainder of
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Figure 2: Dynamic buffer for scheduling inconsistency detection

this section, we will elaborate on our SHAP approach with the assumption
that hazard patterns have been differentiated from normal change sequences by
our classifiers.

4.2. SHAP Approach

SHAP uses hazard patterns to schedule inconsistency detection smartly. In
the following, we first restrict hazard patterns to context change pairs. Then, we
extend hazard patterns to an arbitrary number of context changes as a sequence.
Consider a constraint cst and a context change chg . If chg does not affect cst
at all (i.e., cst does not contain any sub-formula referencing to chg ’s concerned
context), cst does not have to be evaluated. Otherwise cst ’s truth value may
change and it is subject to checking. In this case, inconsistency detection for
chg will be scheduled by SHAP.

4.2.1. Schedule with Context Change Pairs
We use a dynamic buffer to support our scheduling process, as illustrated

in Figure 2. Here, cst is a consistency constraint under consideration, and chgi
represents the ith received context change. The size of this buffer (denoted
by N ) will affect the effectiveness of inconsistency detection, and is thus user-
customizable according to application requirements. Generally, increasing the
size of the buffer would suppress inconsistency hazards more effectively, but at
the same time, introducing longer delay in reporting real inconsistencies. Cells
under these changes indicate whether inconsistency detection should be sched-
uled after receiving these changes. Their values can be ⊙, ⊗ or ⊖, representing
“yes”, “no” or “undecided yet”, respectively.

We propose two scheduling strategies, named SHAP-Min and SHAP-
Max, respectively. SHAP-Min tries to minimize the loss of detected real in-
consistencies, while SHAP-Max tries to maximize the suppression of detected
inconsistency hazards. Algorithm 1 shows how SHAP-Min makes scheduling
decisions when a new context change chgi is received. Constraints are consid-
ered individually. SHAP-Min first schedule chgi as ⊗ if chgi does not affect
a constraint cst at all (Lines 2-4). Otherwise, it needs further consideration
and thus is temporarily scheduled to ⊖ (Line 6). Then chgi is used to update
scheduling decisions for earlier changes if their decisions have not been decided
yet (Lines 7-11). Finally, scheduling decision for the earliest change in the buffer
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will be set to ⊙, if it still remains to be ⊖ (Lines 13-15), since it has already
reached the lower boundary of the buffer.The isHazardPattern function used at
Line 8 takes two context changes as input and returns true or false based on
our classification result, to be explained later.

SHAP-Min can suppress the detection of most hazards, but still some may
escape. Consider a change pair [chgi, chgj ] (i < j ) that is recognized as a hazard
pattern. Then inconsistency detection will not be scheduled for chgi. However,
some other change chgk between them may be scheduled for inconsistency de-
tection if no future change can form any hazard pattern with it. Then incon-
sistency detection will still be conducted when chgk is applied (after chgi but
before chgj). As a result, hazards may occur due to this scheduling (essentially
caused by chgi). We thus propose another scheduling strategy SHAP-Max
to address this problem. In SHAP-Max, when a change pair [chgi, chgj ] is
classified as a hazard pattern, the scheduling decision of inconsistency detection
for any change between this pair (including chgi but excluding chgj) will be
set to ⊗. This strategy can suppress more hazards, but might miss few real
inconsistencies. We omit the complete description of this strategy’s algorithm
due to its similarity to SHAP-Min, but we note that the only difference lies
at Line 9, where SHAP-Max will schedule all changes between chg and chgi
as ⊗.

We give the whole SHAP inconsistency detection process by Algorithm 2.
When a new context change chgi is received, it is first used to update scheduling
decisions for all buffered changes. The updateScheduling function at Line 1 can
be SHAP-Min or SHAP-Max. After that, inconsistency detection will be
conducted if necessary according to updated scheduling decisions.

4.2.2. Schedule with More Context Changes
Hazard patterns are not necessarily context change pairs. Involving more

context changes in a hazard pattern may improve the effectiveness of our SHAP
approach but also make it more complicated. Algorithm 3 presents the pro-
cess of scheduling inconsistency detection with hazard patterns containing arbi-
trary numbers of context changes (i.e., can be more than two), and we name it
SHAP+. The input and output of this algorithm are the same as SHAP-Min
or SHAP-Max, and similarly we maintain a dynamic buffer whose size is still
customizable by users. SHAP+ first decides whether the currently retained
context changes in the dynamic buffer (as a sequence) is a hazard pattern for
a constraint (Lines 2-4). If yes, we know that some hazards are likely to be
detected, and therefore one should schedule ⊗ to all changes in the buffer as
SHAP-Max does. Besides, the latest received change chgi should be scheduled
as ⊖ for further consideration (Lines 4-9). Otherwise, chgi will be scheduled
according to whether it affects this constraint or not (Lines 10-17). Finally, the
context change at the lower boundary of the buffer will be scheduled as ⊙ if its
scheduling decision still remains to be ⊖ (Lines 18-20). The function isHazard-
Pattern at Line 4 takes a context change sequence as input, and decides whether
this sequence is a hazard pattern or not. Different from the SHAP algorithms,
the SHAP+ algorithm’s input is a sequence of changes.
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Input: chgi (new context change), Csts (all constraints), buf (dynamic
buffer of context changes), sch (scheduling decisions), N (size of
the dynamic buffer)

Output: sch (updated scheduling decisions for each constraint)
1 foreach cst in Csts do
2 if !cst.affectedBy(chgi) then
3 sch(cst, chgi) := ⊗
4 end
5 else
6 sch(cst, chgi) := ⊖;
7 foreach chg in buf do
8 if sch(cst, chg) = ⊖ ∧ cst.isHazardPattern(chg, chgi) then
9 sch(cst, chg) := ⊗

10 end
11 end
12 end
13 if buf .size() ≥ N ∧ sch(cst, buf .getTop()) = ⊖ then
14 sch(cst, buf .getTop()) := ⊙
15 end
16 end

Algorithm 1: SHAP-Min scheduling strategy

SHAP+ is more complicated to implement, as we will discuss in the next
section. However, we note that one only need to conduct classification at most
once for each constraint when a new context change is received, and our later
experimental results show that SHAP+ can be more effective in suppressing
inconsistency hazards than SHAP, especially when the buffer size is relatively
small.

5. Deriving Hazard Patterns

In the previous section, we assumed that we have classifiers that can differ-
entiate hazard patterns from normal context change sequences. In this section,
we introduce the classification details. We use Weka [8] as our toolkit to train
classifiers from historical inconsistency detection data. To train classifiers, we
first need to represent context changes in a unified format readable to Weka.
Then we need context change pairs or sequences to be labeled as safe patterns or
hazard patterns in an automated way. Finally, we train classifiers for detection
scheduling purposes.

5.1. Representing Context Changes

The normal data format of Weka (named propositional format) is a collec-
tion of instances sharing a set of features. Features for a context change include
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Input: chgi (new context change), Csts (all constraints), buf (dynamic
buffer of context changes), sch (scheduling decisions), N (size of
the dynamic buffer), contextPool (all contexts)

Output: incs (detected inconsistencies)
1 updateScheduling(chgi);
2 buf .append(chgi);
3 if buf .size() ≥ N then
4 chg′ := buf .top();
5 buf .pop();
6 ctx := contextPool.get(chg′.context);
7 ctx.apply(chg′);
8 foreach cst in Csts do
9 if sch(cst, chgi) = ⊙ then

10 evaluate cst and report detected inconsistencies incs
11 end
12 end
13 end

Algorithm 2: SHAP inconsistency detection

its type, concerned context and concrete element value it contains. Unfortu-
nately, contexts from different sources are usually heterogeneous (e.g., elements
from two different contexts can have different sets of fields). Contexts have to
share the same structure for classifier training purposes. Therefore, we require
that each context should be associated with a piece of meta-information, as
illustrated in Figure 3. We can then use a database join operation to merge
multiple contexts’ meta-information. Accordingly, the global meta-information
of a context pool would be the join result of all its collected contexts’ meta-
information.

For example, suppose that context ICUx contains two fields: name (a
string literal) and isPatient (a boolean value), and context DOCT contains
three fields as illustrated in Figure 3, i.e., name, location and age. Then their
join result concerns four fields in its meta-information, i.e., name, location,
age and isPatient (the order is not important). Consider a context change
(add, ICUx, {name:Jenny,isPatient:true}). It will be converted into an in-
stance as follows: (add, ICUx,Jenny, ?, ?, true), where “?” means no value for
this instance. The first two features of this instance represent its type and
context , and the remaining four correspond to all its non-equivalent fields in
concerned contexts.

5.1.1. Representing Context Change Pairs
Weka’s propositional format is naturally suitable for representing context

change pairs. Each instance here consists of exactly two context changes, and
thus can be simply constructed by combining features extracted from these
two changes. For example, a context change pair: [(add, ICUx, {name:Jenny,
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Input: chgi (new context change), Csts (all constraints), buf (dynamic
buffer of context changes), sch (scheduling decisions), N (size of
the dynamic buffer)

Output: sch (updated scheduling decisions for each constraint)
1 foreach cst in Csts do
2 sqs := a list of all context changes in buf ;
3 sqs.append(chgi);
4 if cst.isHazardPattern(sqs) then
5 foreach chg in buf do
6 sch(cst, chg) := ⊗
7 end
8 sch(cst, chgi) := ⊖
9 end

10 else
11 if !cst.affectedBy(chgi) then
12 sch(cst, chgi) := ⊗
13 end
14 else
15 sch(cst, chgi) := ⊖
16 end
17 end
18 if buf .size() ≥ N ∧ sch(cst, buf .getTop()) = ⊖ then
19 sch(cst, buf .getTop()) := ⊙;
20 end
21 end

Algorithm 3: SHAP+, scheduling with context change sequences

isPatient:true}), (upd, DOCT , {name:Lucia, location:ICUx, age:26})] will
be represented as an instance: (add, ICUx, Jenny, ?, ?, true, upd,DOCT,Lucia,
ICUx, 26, ?).

5.1.2. Representing Context Change Sequences

Normal context change sequences may contain an arbitrary number of con-
text changes. Thus Weka’s normal propositional format is no longer suitable.
Weka provides another classification schema for this case: Multi-instance (MI)
classification2. In MI, an example contains a sequence id, a class label and a
bag of instances. Each example can correspond to a change sequence and each
instance in the bag can correspond to a change in the sequence.

2http://weka.wikispaces.com/Multi-instance+classification
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<contexts>

<context name="DOCT">

<field name="name" type="string"/>

<field name="location" type="enum-string">

<enumerate value="RoomA" />

<enumerate value="RoomB" />

<!-- ... -->

</field>

<field name="age" type="integer" />

</context>

<!-- ... -->

</contexts>

Figure 3: Context meta-information

Change stream
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Inc.:
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Inc. disappearing:
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Figure 4: Labeling context change sequences

5.2. Labeling Context Change Sequences

The second step is to label collected context change sequences for classi-
fier training purposes. As illustrated in Figure 4, we keep track of all detected
inconsistencies for each constraint caused by recent ST changes with a monitor-
ing window. Here, chgi is the latest received context change, and chgi−ST+1 is
the earliest change at the lower boundary of the window. Inconsistencies incx
and incy are detected after chgi−ST+1 and chgi−2, respectively. However, incy
disappears after chgi, while incx is still preserved.

If an earlier inconsistency is detected after applying chgj (i− st+1 ≤ j < i)
and disappears immediately after applying chgi, this inconsistency is considered
as a hazard (e.g., incy, where j = i−2). Accordingly, the changes between chgj
and chgi will be labeled as hazard patterns in our SHAP approach. If a change
at the lower boundary is finally removed from the window and at that time it
has not been labeled into any hazard pattern, then we label the current changes
in the buffer with safe patterns.

We detect context inconsistencies with Trad and label context change se-
quences for a training set. In this process, the input context changes can be
either real changes or simulated changes, as long as the simulated changes satisfy
statistical distribution as real changes. To improve the effectiveness of trained
classifiers, the raw training data (denoted as T0) needs preprocessing. T0 can
be highly imbalanced (e.g., most sequences are labeled as safe patterns) and
such imbalanced training data can lead to biased classification models [14]. So
the first step is to randomly sample a relatively small subset T1 from T0. Then
we expand T1 by adding all prefixes of each sequence in T1, with their labels
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set according to original sequences in T0. Thus SHAP can have the change
of recognizing hazard patterns with fewer context changes and suppressing in-
consistency hazards as early as possible. Finally, all conflicting (with exactly
the same features but different class labels) sequences are all labeled as hazard
patterns to resolve the tie for safety. Generally, with more raw data obtained,
we can train better classifiers. We use ten-fold cross validation [8] to measure
the accuracy of the trained classifiers. We stop collecting training data when
the trained classifiers’ accuracy is good enough (e.g., the classifiers’ F-measure3

greater than 0.85).
As discussed earlier, SHAP can utilize either context change pairs or context

change sequences as hazard patterns. T1 can be directly used as training data
for context change sequences. For context change pairs, we can extract a subset
of T1 whose instances contain only two context changes, and convert the data
in this subset into a new training set T2 of propositional format for training.

5.3. Training Classifiers

Weka provides many popular classification algorithms, i.e., J48, Multilayer
Perception, and Naive Bayes [22], for training classifiers from propositional data
sets. These algorithms can be applied on T2. All Weka’s classifiers contain two
methods: buildClassifier() and distributionForInstance(). The former is used
to build classification models based on labeled instances, and the latter returns
an array (denoted as dist) of probabilities, representing the class distribution
for a given new instance. The isHazardPattern function used in our SHAP
algorithms converts a pair of, or a sequence of, context changes into an instance
and feeds it to function distributionForInstance in Weka. Its returned value
dist is then used to calculate whether this change pair or sequence is a hazard
pattern (we use 0.5 as the threshold in our SHAP approach and experiments)
or not.

Weka also provides a set of multi-instance classification algorithms, i.e.,
MIBoost, and there exist third-party libraries making other classification algo-
rithms available, e.g., Hidden Markov Model4. These algorithms can be applied
to T1.

Our SHAP can evaluate a given training set against a set of pre-specified al-
gorithms to choose the one with the best performance (i.e., highest F-measure).
This treatment is suitable in most cases. In rare cases, the selected algorithm
may be subject to generalization error when the training data are not so repre-
sentative. Therefore our SHAP also allows its users to specify their preferred
algorithms according to their domain knowledge concerning hazard patterns.

Currently, all these classifiers are trained in an offline manner. SHAP
loads pre-trained classifiers before its runtime inconsistency detection schedul-
ing. Training time depends on the training algorithm used and the size of the
training set. For our case, the training sets used in our experiments, which

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F1_score
4http://doc.gold.ac.uk/~mas02mg/software/hmmweka/
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will be discussed in the next section, contain tens of thousands to millions of
instances, and the training process can terminate within several minutes, which
is quite efficient.

6. Evaluation

We conducted experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our hazard sup-
pression approaches. Trad is used as the baseline to disclose all real incon-
sistencies and hazards, as well as their relative ratio. All experiments were
conducted on a desktop PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU@3.2GHz and
2GB RAM. This PC is installed with Ubuntu Linux 12.04 and Oracle Java 8.
The independent variables of our experiments include the certain approach
used in inconsistency detection (Trad, Del, Bat, SHAP-Min, SHAP-Max
and SHAP+), and parameter N , which decides the size of the dynamic buffer in
our SHAP approach. The dependent variables include the effectiveness and
efficiency of the conducted inconsistency detection. We measure effectiveness
by false positive rate (percentage of detected hazards against all detected in-
consistencies) and false negative rate (percentage of missed real inconsistencies
against all real inconsistencies). Efficiency is measured indirectly by comparing
the total number of constraint evaluations conducted in inconsistency detection.

6.1. Experimental Subjects
Experiments were conducted through three real-world or simulated context-

aware applications. They are:

6.1.1. Smart exhibition application
The smart exhibition application is deployed in our department building to

support context-aware exhibition activities. It manages four exhibition rooms
and a connecting corridor, as illustrated in Figure 5a. Each room has two doors,
and each door is installed with an RFID reader to detect visitor entering or
leaving events. The application would customize exhibition contents according
to visitors’ locations and interests dynamically. Eight consistency constraints
are deployed for this application. Six of them are designed to ensure location
consistency (Type 1, similar to Equation (2)) and the other two are for ensuring
visitors in Special Room 1 and Special Room 2 being accompanied by guides
(Type 2, similar to Equation (3)).

6.1.2. Smart light application
The smart light application [20] can dynamically adjust the luminance of

lights in a workplace according to locations of workers in the workspace for
saving energy, and at the same time meet minimal illumination requirements.
For experimental purposes, we simulated a scenario for testing this smart light
application as illustrated in Figure 5b. We deployed six consistency constraints
according to this scenario’s physical layout and laws. Four of these constraints
were designed for ensuring inclusion relations. For example, workers covered (in
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Figure 5: Experimental scenarios

terms of illumination) by Light 1/2/3/4 must also be covered by Light 2/1/5/5.
One example is given by the following Equation(4), in which Light1 and Light2
denote contexts for workers covered by these two lights. The other two con-
straints were designed for ensuring disjoint relations. For example, workers
covered by Light 1/3 must not be covered by Light 5/4 (similar to Type 1 given
by Equation (2)).

(∃u1 ∈ Light1(True))→(∃u2 ∈ Light2(equals(u1.id, u2.id))). (4)

6.1.3. Battery monitor application
This application monitors context information of a smartphone’s battery,

charger, CPU and screen, and provides suggestions for better power manage-
ment. The application runs with data collected from UbiComp 2014 program-
ming competition5, which provides a massive and global dataset of real-world
smartphone usage. The application uses four consistency constraints to detect
anomalies in data concerning battery and charging status, e.g., if a smartphone’s
charger is connected, its battery must be in a charging state, as given by the
following Equation (5). Besides, we are investigating for more constraints con-
cerning other types of sensory data.

∀battery ∈ power.battery(∃charger ∈ power.charger(

(equals(charger.state, “USB”)) → (equals(battery.state, “charging”)))).

(5)

5http://ubicomp.org/ubicomp2014/calls/competition.php
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Application ST #Constraints All incs. Hazard rate

Smart exhibition 7
Type 1 (6) 26,328 7.57%
Type 2 (2) 26,304 19.3%
Total (8) 52,632 15.2%

Smart light 5 Total (6) 16,800 62.2%
Battery monitor 6 Total (4) 58,586 8.1%

Table 1: Detected hazards (incs.=inconsistencies)

6.2. Detected Hazards
We ran the smart exhibition and smart light applications for 24 hours each.

Their collected context changes were 14,973 and 36,850 per hour, respectively.
This corresponds to scenarios of a group of 20 visitors accompanied by 5 guides
and a workspace containing 5 workers, respectively, which can be considered
as typical scenarios. For the Battery monitor application, its context changes
were directly derived from UbiComp 2014 data, whose number is 1,912,502 in
total. We first detected context inconsistencies for these applications with Trad
(i.e., detecting inconsistencies eagerly). Table 1 lists the number of detected
inconsistencies and their hazard rate for each application subject. We observe
that the hazard rate varies from 8.1% to 62.2%, which is significant. Even for
the same application (e.g., Smart exhibition application), its hazard rate can
be different for different types of constraints (e.g., 7.57% for Type 1 constraints
and 19.3% for Type 2 constraints). This imposes challenges to inconsistency
detection that should suppress the detection of inconsistency hazards for various
constraints.

We observe that the hazard rate can vary greatly with different constraint
types and different application scenarios. Examples of constraints with high
hazard rates are two constraints in the Smart light scenario: “any worker covered
by Light 1 must also be covered by Light 2 ”, which is illustrated in Equation (4),
and its inverse proposition “any worker covered by Light 2 must also be covered
by Light 1 ”. Whenever some worker walked from Room 2 to Room 1 (or from
Room 1 to Room 2), there must be two related context changes, one for Room
1, and another for Room 2. No matter which change is received first, a hazard
would be detected for one of the two constraints. This fact implies an important
characteristic of constraints that can easily suffer hazards: containing multiple
contexts that are related due to a single event. In future, we plan to further
investigate such implied characteristics that can easily incur hazards.

Table 1 also lists ST values, which were set according to application require-
ments. For example, in the smart exhibition application, its visitors usually
gathered into small groups of 5 or 6 people each, and therefore its ST value
(indicating how long a hazard can survive) was set to 7.

6.3. Hazard Suppression
Since the detected hazards are so common, we then evaluated whether our

proposed approaches can effectively suppress the detection of these hazards.
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Training sets are obtained by the process described in Section 5. We used part
of the context data to collect training sets, and then performed inconsistency
detection with these trained classifiers on the whole data set. About one-third
data in Battery monitor were used in this phase. For the other two subject, we
used one-sixth (4 hours out of 24 hours data) for training. We evaluated different
classification algorithms against our training data. Most popular algorithms
with default settings performed already well (with F-measure higher than 0.8).
We use J48 for Battery monitor subject, and Multilayer Perceptron classifier for
the other two subjects in our experiments for SHAP.

Figure 6 compares the effectiveness of different hazard suppression approaches
on all three application subjects. Results of SHAP-Max and SHAP+ are ex-
plicitly labeled in the figures. Generally, the false positive rate (i.e., percentage
of inconsistency hazards) decreases with N ’s growth. We observe that Del,
SHAP-Min and SHAP-Max are very effective in suppressing the detection
of hazards when N is large (suppression rate can be more than 90%), and
SHAP can beat Del even when N is very small (e.g., 2 or 3). This indicates
that real inconsistencies can be reported and resolved in a more timely manner
with SHAP. SHAP+ is even more effective when N is very small. However, it
is not so effective when N grows larger. This indicates that the most effective
hazard patterns derived by SHAP+ can be those with few (e.g., 2 or 3) context
changes.

We also observe that SHAP+ can beat SHAP even when N equals to 2,
where SHAP+ seemingly also considers context change pairs as hazard pat-
terns. We note that this improvement is because more information is used in
SHAP+. When scheduling for a constraint cst , SHAP+ considers all context
changes received, while SHAP considers only those affecting this constraint for
hazard patterns, and this makes SHAP less effective when it faces some situa-
tions. For example, the constraint specified in Equation (4) (denoted as cst12)
can be affected by changes on contexts Light1 and Light2. When a worker
walked from Room 2 to Room 1, it would incur three changes: deleting the
worker’s identity from context Light5 (i.e., change chg1), adding his identity to
context Light1 (i.e., change chg2) and Light2 (i.e., change chg3), respectively.
These changes might be received in any order, depending on different updating
rates of concerned sensors and different delays during data transmission.. If chg2
is first received, followed by chg1 and chg3, a hazard would be detected if cst12
is evaluated after receiving chg2. SHAP cannot suppress this hazard with N=2
since chg1 does not affect cst12 at all, and thus chg2 will not be scheduled to
⊗. Instead SHAP+ has a chance to recognize [chg2, chg1] as a hazard pattern,
and thus suppresses this hazard.

We observe that SHAP incurred a few missed real inconsistencies. We
thus compared the false negative rate among different SHAP strategies for all
application subjects, as illustrated in Figure 7. We explicitly labeled results
of SHAP+ in these figures. We note that the false negative rate is no more
than 3% for SHAP-Min and SHAP-Max on all application subjects, and
no more than 5% for SHAP+ (worst case only occurs on the smart exhibition
application, and the false negative rates on the other two subjects are both
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Figure 6: Hazard suppression comparisons

less than 3%), even when N is set to the maximum value (i.e., ST ). When N
is relatively small, the false negative rate is almost negligible (less than 1%),
and thus SHAP is effective in both suppressing the detection of inconsistency
hazards (much more effective than Del) and preserving the detection of real
inconsistencies. SHAP+ is more aggressive when recognizing hazard patterns,
and thus has relatively higher false negative rates. Nevertheless, absolute values
of false negative rate for different strategies are all very low.

Regarding efficiency, SHAP and Bat can greatly reduce the number of
conducted inconsistency detections since they selectively check contexts against
constraints (Del cannot as it detects all inconsistencies and then waits). Figure 8
compares normalized numbers of inconsistency detections among all approaches
for the three applications (Trad’s numbers are used as the baseline for normal-
ization, which exactly equal to Del’s numbers). Results of Bat, SHAP-Max
and SHAP+ are explicitly labeled in the figures. Bat reduces a large por-
tion of inconsistency detections. However, Bat is much less effective in hazard
suppression, as discussed earlier. SHAP can effectively suppress the detection
of hazards, and also reduce the number of conducted inconsistency detections
(about 15-36% less). SHAP+ can be even more efficient than Bat in reduc-
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Figure 7: False negative comparisons

ing detections, but it comes with the cost of classifying longer context change
sequences.

6.4. Discussions

We discussed and compared both intuitive and dedicated hazard suppression
approaches. We implemented them in the same framework by sharing the same
context model and consistency constraint data structures. Their only differ-
ence lies in how to schedule inconsistency detection with their built-in strate-
gies. We evaluated and compared these approaches through both real-world and
simulated data, and thus the experimental results do reflect their effectiveness
and differences to some extent in practice. The classification algorithms used
in our experiments include Decision trees (J48), Multilayer Perceptron, etc.,
which are among the most popular classification algorithms. SHAP has two
requirements when choosing classification algorithms. First, we prefer simple
algorithms, especially those performing well and without dedicated parameter
tuning for specific scenarios. Second, the classification process should be very ef-
ficient. Currently, classifiers are trained offline, which means long training time
is tolerable. However, algorithms which are expensive in classifying unknown
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Figure 8: Efficiency comparisons

instances (i.e., kNN) cannot be chosen since classifications will be conducted
frequently. According to our study, most common classifiers, including Deci-
sion trees, Multilayer Perception and Tree Augmented Naive Bayesian Network
(TAN) are promising for discovering hazard patterns. SHAP uses these classi-
fiers implemented in Weka and works on automatically collected training sets.

We note that none of these techniques can beat the others in all aspects.
Therefore, users should select a hazard suppression approach based on certain
application requirements. For example, the SHAP techniques are relatively
both effective and efficient. Its SHAP-Min strategy can protect the detection
of more real inconsistencies while its SHAP-Max strategy can suppress the de-
tection of more hazards. Del can suppress all hazards when its delay parameter
is set to a sufficiently large value, but that may compromise an application’s
timeliness requirement. Bat is not very effective in suppressing the detection
of inconsistency hazards, but it is very efficient by reducing a significant part of
inconsistency detections.

In our experiments, only environmental contexts were considered and tested.
However, our approach can also be applied to other contexts (e.g., logical con-
texts describing a user’s mood and activity), as long as they can be modeled
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in the schema described in Section 2.1. The optimal size of the dynamic buffer
(N ) depends on an application’s requirement. Bigger the buffer is, more haz-
ards would be suppressed, but also longer reporting real inconsistencies may
be delayed. Users can choose the value of N and the strategy of inconsistency
detection scheduling according to their needs.

7. Related Work

Applications in pervasive computing environments provide smart services
based on context information. Many middleware infrastructures have been pro-
posed to help applications with context acquisition, storage and management
[32]. Such middleware systems include EgoSpaces [10], LIME [13], Gaia [3] and
Cabot [29]. Management of environmental contexts are conducted transpar-
ently by middleware and isolated from applications. For example, ADAM [27]
supports defect analysis for model-based context-aware applications. It helps
find specific defects in these applications that concern predictability, stability,
reachability, or other important properties. Most of these middleware systems
implicitly assume that contexts are accurate, and mainly focus on assisting de-
velopers with qualified adaptation logic to provide better services. However,
this assumption does not hold in reality. Thus another line of work directly
focuses on the detection and resolution of context inconsistencies. For example,
our previous work studied how to accelerate the inconsistency detection process
by adopting incremental checking [29], concurrent checking [30] or GPU-based
checking [19]. This acceleration has no essential influence on the detection
scheduling and its results. Thus our research in this article is orthogonal to
these pieces of work. Besides, various resolution strategies have been proposed
to address detected inconsistencies [1, 28]. The problem studied in this arti-
cle complements these pieces of work in that it identifies what inconsistencies
should be resolved and what should not.

Sama et al. [17] analyzed common fault patterns in context-aware adap-
tive applications and proposed techniques to detect these faults through static
analysis. They also mentioned a similar hazard problem during application
adaptation [18], which echoes our studied problem in this article. However,
their adaptation rules specified by propositional logic are simpler than the con-
straints studied in this article, which are specified by first-order logic and subject
to new types of hazards.

CINA [31] addressed unstable context inconsistencies (STINs) by statically
analyzing a constraint’s instability conditions. STINs and hazards are similar
in that they both occur during inconsistency detection, but the mechanisms to
suppress them are different in these two pieces of work. First, CINA considers
type information from context changes only in its derived instability conditions,
while SHAP considers all information in context changes, including context
types and concrete element values. As a result, patterns reported by SHAP
are of a finer granularity than those by CINA. For example, CINA may con-
sider any change pair formed by pattern [(+, RA, ∗), (−, RA, ∗)] to be able to
cause detected inconsistencies (for constraint defined in Equation (2)) unstable,
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which however may not necessarily be hazards as defined in SHAP. Second,
CINA analyzes causal relationships among contexts that cause unstable incon-
sistencies, while SHAP recognizes associations that relate to the occurrences
of inconsistency hazards. As a result, SHAP can report patterns that are not
covered by CINA, and thus suppress hazards that do not belong to unstable
inconsistencies. Still, the two pieces of work has similarities, and we do have
plans to further investigate their nature and combine their strengths to suppress
the detection of both inconsistency hazards and unstable inconsistencies.

Hazards are also common in digital circuits. Combinational logic functions
for single-input-change (SIC) operations can be realized without hazards. How-
ever, when multiple inputs are changing simultaneously (MIC), certain hazards
would result [6]. Still, such hazards might be eliminated by introducing delay
along certain critical paths to prevent glitches from occurring [21]. Similarly,
different context sources for a context-aware application can update indepen-
dently. Thus MIC is also possible for consistency constraints. It can cause
inconsistency hazards to occur to applications. However, our studied problem
is more complicated since the input values of digital circuits can only be zero or
one, while our targeted contexts can be diverse. Besides, our consistency con-
straints specified in first-order logic are more complicated than combinational
logic functions.

Data mining techniques are being widely used for or adapted to addressing
software engineering issues. Supervised or semi-supervised learning can be used
to predict whether a software model contains any bug or not [11]. Some pieces
of work focus on identifying failures by discovering buggy patterns in software
executions [12]. Such patterns (upon runtime execution traces) can also be used
to identify root causes of failures [2, 9]. Our work in this article focuses on finding
patterns in context change data to prevent potential inconsistency hazards. We
made effort to label context change pairs or sequences, train classifier and decide
inconsistency detection scheduling in a fully automated way. Our work requires
only minimal effort from users to configure contexts’ meta-information, and this
makes our work applicable to a wide range of context-aware applications.

8. Conclusion

In this article, we studied the inconsistency hazard problem for context-aware
applications. We analyzed the causes of such hazards and observed that they
occur in certain patterns. SHAP techniques are proposed to schedule inconsis-
tency detections with such patterns to suppress hazards. Our SHAP approach
has different strategies and they have different strengths and limitations, thus
catering for different suitable application scenarios.

Currently, our SHAP trains its classifiers to identify hazard patterns in an
offline manner. At runtime, SHAP may encounter new hazard patterns. We
are exploring for establishing a feedback mechanism to dynamically update our
classification models. This would allow SHAP to require less training data
to initialize its classifiers, but to learn hazard patterns during its inconsistency
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detection. However, such runtime update will call for more computation re-
sources, and thus need performance tuning. Besides, we also plan to investigate
the relationship between the semantics of a consistency constraint and its haz-
ard patterns. This relationship can help us better understand the nature of
hazard patterns and better suppress the detection of inconsistency hazards.
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